Activation and modulation of ligand-gated ion channels.
Ligand-gated ionic channels are integral membrane proteins that enable rapid and selective ion fluxes across biological membranes. In excitable cells, their role is crucial for generation and propagation of electrical signals. This survey describes recent results from studies performed in the Department of Cellular Neurophysiology, Institute of Physiology ASCR, aimed at exploring the conformational dynamics of the acetylcholine, glutamate and vanilloid receptors during their activation, inactivation and desensitization. Distinct families of ion channels were selected to illustrate a rich complexity of the functional states and conformational transitions these proteins undergo. Particular attention is focused on structure-function studies and allosteric modulation of their activity. Comprehension of the fundamental principles of mechanisms involved in the operation of ligand-gated ion channels at the cellular and molecular level is an essential prerequisite for gaining an insight into the pathogenesis of many psychiatric and neurological disorders and for efficient development of novel specifically targeted drugs.